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Abstract In this paper the various elementary plasma—surface interaction processes

occurring in plasma catalysis are critically evaluated. Specifically, plasma catalysis at

atmospheric pressure is considered. The importance of the various processes is analyzed

for the most common plasma catalysis sources, viz. the dielectric barrier discharge and the

gliding arc. The role and importance of surface chemical reactions (including adsorption,

surface-mediated association and dissociation reactions, and desorption), plasma-induced

surface modification, photocatalyst activation, heating, charging, surface discharge for-

mation and electric field enhancement are discussed in the context of plasma catalysis.

Numerous examples are provided to demonstrate the importance of the various processes.

Keywords Plasma catalysis � Plasma-surface interactions � Atmospheric pressure

plasma � Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) � Gliding arc

Introduction

Plasma catalysis is an emerging technology, holding promise to improve existing tech-

nologies for a variety of applications, including air purification [1–5], hydrocarbon

reforming [6–10], synthesis of nanomaterials [11–13], hydrogen production [14, 15],

ammonia production [16, 17] and more. The advantages of plasma catalysis over tradi-

tional thermal catalysis are enabled by combining the high selectivity of the catalyst with

the high reactivity of the plasma, as summarized in various reviews [2, 18–26]. In very

general terms, the aim of plasma catalysis may be described as generating reactive species

in the plasma and allowing them to react at the catalyst surface, forming the desired
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products with high conversion and very high selectivity, and at an energy cost as low as

possible.

The underlying complexity of this seemingly simple concept, however, is over-

whelming. Indeed, in spite of a significant number of studies in this field, little progress has

so far been made regarding the fundamental processes taking place, enabling to steer the

outcome. As a result, optimization of plasma catalysis setups, including e.g., reactor

design, plasma process conditions and choice of catalyst, currently remains based on a

trial-and-error approach, directed to a large extent by experience. This results in the wide

variety in experimental setups encountered in the literature.

The envisaged opportunities for plasma catalysis are often considered to be due to the

possible synergetic effects occurring when the plasma and catalyst interact. Synergy is here

defined as the improvement in some process descriptor, such as selectivity, yield, or energy

efficiency, as observed in the plasma catalytic process over the sum of the same descriptor

in the thermal catalytic and pure plasma process.

There is a rich literature on such synergistic effects. Plasma/catalyst synergy in dry

reforming of methane (DRM) was for instance demonstrated by Zhang et al. [27] using

different Cu-Ni/c-Al2O3 catalysts. It was found that the maximum CH4 conversion in the

plasma catalytic setup was 69 %, while it was only 13 and 10 % in the case of plasma-only

conversion and thermal catalysis, respectively. Likewise, the CO2 conversion amounted to

75 % in the case of plasma catalysis, to be compared with 2.5 and 13 % for plasma-only

and thermal catalysis, respectively. Also the selectivities towards H2 and CO were sig-

nificantly better for plasma catalysis. It was argued that the origin of this spectacular

process improvement was due to surface adsorption of reactive plasma species, followed

by recombination of the adsorbed species. It was moreover suggested that the plasma may

heat up the catalyst surface, thereby enhancing the desorption of surface species.

In the field of VOC abatement, Whitehead and Demidyuk found a decrease in activation

barrier of more than 20 %, from 63.2 to 49 kJ/mol, for toluene decomposition on a Ag2O/

Al2O3 catalyst in a DBD plasma. In the case of a MnO2/Al2O3 catalyst, an increase of more

than 25 % in the pre-exponential Arrhenius factor was found. These effects were ascribed

to the plasma-induced generation of oxygen radicals at the surface and a plasma-induced

increase in surface active centers, respectively [28]. It should be realized, however, that the

application of the Arrhenius equation is in principle restricted to thermal processes. While

these experiments therefore quite clearly demonstrate a qualitative effect, it is not clear to

what extent their quantitative interpretation can be justified.

While these examples indicate quite clearly that important synergistic effects may take

place when combining the plasma with a catalyst, such synergy is by no means always

observed, and the combination of catalyst and plasma has in some cases even been

described to adversely affect the process [29, 30]. Moreover, plasma catalysis also suffers

from a number of drawbacks and challenges compared to thermal catalysis and plasma-

only processing, including e.g. the additional energy cost for initiating and maintaining the

plasma or the efficient integration of the catalyst in the discharge chamber, respectively.

For instance, In the field of hydrocarbon reforming, the reported energy efficiencies

currently remain significantly below the thresholds required for commercial application.

Plasma catalysis is currently nowhere near to competing with steam reforming of methane

for hydrogen production or for synthesis of synthetic fuels. Specifically, the highest

reported energy efficiency for dry reforming of methane is 60 % for a conversion of

8–16 % [31], to be compared to 85 % energy efficiency for a conversion of about 60 % for

steam reforming of methane. With respect to the integration of the catalyst in the discharge

volume, it has been found that this may either result in a positive or a negative effect. For
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instance, Tu et al. [32] found that upon partially filling the plasma reactor with dielectric

beads or catalyst coated pellets, the typical discharge mode is the formation of filamentary

microdischarges whereas fully packing the reactor volume resulted in the formation of

surface discharges [33], which in turn leads to a decrease in CH4 and CO2 conversion in

plasma catalytic DRM.

A more fundamental understanding of the process is likely to significantly advance the

field. In this review, the various factors coming into play in plasma catalysis processing

shall be discussed, viz. neutrals (including molecules, radicals, metastables and atoms),

ions, electrons, photons and electric fields, and how these factors determine the occurring

plasma—catalyst surface interactions, viz. adsorption, desorption, surface chemical reac-

tions, photocatalyst activation, surface modification, heating, charging, surface discharge

formation and electric field enhancement. While of great importance, a discussion of the

effects of nanoscale catalyst features on the plasma catalytic process, including e.g.

nanoscale thermodynamics, non-equilibrium thermodynamics, the size-dependent adsorp-

tion energy of reactive species on nanocatalysts, the Gibbs–Thomson effect, etc., is outside

the scope of the current review. A recent review on the importance of some of these

nanoscale effects on the thermodynamics of plasma catalysis, however, can be found in

[34], while discussions on specific nanocatalyst properties in general can be found in e.g.

[35]. Here, the focus shall be instead on the individual elementary processes and their

dynamics.

Plasma Sources in Plasma Catalysis

In a plasma catalytic setup, the catalyst may be combined with the plasma in two ways.

The catalyst may be integrated directly into the plasma zone, in which case it is called

single-stage plasma catalysis, or the catalyst and the plasma zone may be located in

spatially different areas, in which case the process is termed two-stage plasma catalysis.

The factors contributing to the plasma catalytic process in a two-stage setup include long-

lived radicals, neutrals and possibly metastables, i.e., those species which have a sufficient

life-time to be transferred from the plasma zone to the catalyst zone. Hence, in this case,

the role of the plasma is limited to modifying the composition of the gas prior to interaction

with the catalyst. The factors contributing to the plasma catalytic process in a single-stage

setup are not or to a much lesser extent limited by their life-time, and hence also include

highly reactive radicals, ions, electrons, and photons, in addition to the aformentioned

long-lived species. Moreover, in a single-stage setup, also an electric field may be present

at and near the catalyst surface.

What eventually interacts with the surface, is entirely determined by the type of plasma

and the plasma conditions. Experimentally, various discharge types are used for plasma

catalysis, including dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs), gliding arcs, plasma jets and

corona discharges. Here, two representative and very different types of plasmas used

plasma catalysis will first be shortly discussed: single-stage atmospheric pressure dielectric

barrier discharges, and two-stage atmospheric pressure gliding arcs.

Dielectric Barrier Discharge

The most often used type of discharge in plasma catalysis is the (atmospheric pressure)

dielectric barrier discharge (DBD). A DBD usually consists of two electrodes of which at
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least one is covered with a dielectric layer. The discharge is formed in the gap between the

electrodes, which are typically arranged in a planar or cylindrical configuration. Two

typical setups, corresponding to single-stage and two-stage plasma catalysis, are shown in

Fig. 1 [36]. Gas breakdown is initiated through a large number of independent microdis-

charges, called filaments [37, 38]. The function of the dielectric barrier is to prevent the

formation of an arc discharge, and to limit the amount of charge accumulating on the

surface. DBD’s are strongly non-uniform plasmas, and allow ionization very close to the

surface due to the continuous formation of microdischarges. These microdischarges

develop quickly and last for a few nanoseconds to several tens of nanoseconds, before

extinguishing due to limited current flow. This, in turn, causes significant charge build up

at the dielectric surface. Every time the polarity of the field changes, a new filament is

created at the location of the charge spot. The gas in between the filaments is mostly not

ionized, although photo-ionization and diffusion of charged particles may lead to some

degree of ionization.

In the case of plasma catalysis, the operating temperature is usually rather low, in the

order of 500–700 K. Note, however, that the local surface or catalyst temperature might

(temporarily) be higher, considering the very nature of the microdischarges. The ion

density will typically be low, since the ionization degree decreases as the square of the

pressure [39]:

ne

n0

/ 1

p2
ð1Þ

where ne is the electron (or ion) density and n0 is the gas density. The resulting ionization

degree is in the order of 10-4 [40] such that in the filaments, an electron density of 1014–

1015 cm-3 and a current density of 102–103 A cm-2 is typically reached [36]. Moreover,

the collisional nature of the sheaths leads to ion energy distributions shifted towards low

energies, and hence surface damage induced by energetic ions is largely prevented in

atmospheric plasmas [41].

At the contact point of the microdischarge and the surface, the filament spreads out. The

typical filament diameter is in the order of 100 lm, which is much larger than the typical

Fig. 1 Typical a single-stage and b two-stage dielectric barrier discharge setup used in plasma catalysis.
Reproduced with permission from [36]
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sizes of nanofeatures or nanocatalyst particles dispersed on the substrate material. A model

for a single microdischarge is shown in Fig. 2. The charge transported by a filament is in

the order of 100 pC, while the energy is in the order of lJ. Therefore, these filaments will

normally hardly heat up the surrounding gas, but they may heat up the local surface, at

least temporarily.

The photon flux delivered to the surface by impinging streamers in filamentary DBDs

was calculated by Babaeva to be in the order of 1022 cm-2 s-1, to be compared with ion

fluxes which are generally several orders of magnitude lower, in the order of 1019–

1020 cm-2 s-1 [42].

In the context of plasma catalysis, the reactor volume is often filled or partially filled

with pellets or beads of dielectric material, resulting in a so-called packed bed discharge. In

this case, the plasma is created between the pellets. Depending on the pellet properties such

as dielectric constant, size and surface morphology, the electric field can be significantly

enhanced near their surface, by a factor of 10–250 [43]. This effect will be discussed

further in Sect. 3.8. These pellets can also be coated with catalytic material, ensuring a

large accessible catalyst surface in contact with a high electric field.

Gliding Arc

A gliding arc discharge (GAD) is a so-called transitional discharge or warm plasma,

indicating that it is neither a non-thermal plasma (characterized by a gas and ion tem-

perature of several hundred Kelvin and an electron temperature of several eV), nor a

thermal plasma (characterized by a more or less uniform temperature for all species,

typically 10,000 K or above). Gliding arcs are instead characterized by a relatively high

gas temperature of 1000–3000 K, but still maintain non-equilibrium between electrons and

heavy particles [43, 44]. A gliding arc is created by the initiation of an arc between two

diverging electrodes at their smallest separation. Due to the gas flow, the arc gradually

moves down the electrodes until it extinguishes at the end to the electrodes. A new arc is

then initiated. The arc in the GAD goes through three sequential stages, viz. breakdown,

equilibrium stage and non-equilibrium stage. The typical setup of the gliding arc and the

Fig. 2 Structure of a single microdischarge in a DBD. Reproduced with permission from [38]
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three stages are schematically represented in Fig. 3. It is the non-equilibrium stage which is

most important for plasma catalysis. Indeed, the simplest setup is a two-stage setup, where

the catalyst is placed downstream from the discharge [45]. In principle, however, the

catalyst material can also be incorporated through dispersion directly in the gas flow [46].

Typically, the gliding arc works at atmospheric pressure. The electron temperature in the

non-equilibrium stage is about 1 eV [47]. An important advantage of gliding arcs over e.g.

DBDs is their high throughput, in the order of liters to tens of liters per minute [48].

Elementary Plasma-Surface Interaction Processes in Plasma Catalysis

The interaction between a plasma and a catalyst is a highly complex phenomenon com-

prising a large number of elementary processes. These processes will be described below.

Adsorption

The key process in heterogeneous catalysis is the surface chemical reaction. The catalytic

conversion of reactants into products can be separated into three steps, viz. adsorption of

the reactants, the surface chemical reactions and desorption of the product molecules. In

plasma catalysis, the adsorption of neutral molecules as occurs in thermal catalysis is

supplemented by adsorption of atoms, radicals, ions and electrons at the surface.

Adsorption of Neutral Species

Adsorption is one of the key elementary processes in any heterogeneous catalytic process,

including plasma catalysis. Adsorption is the primary process enabling molecules to be

transformed at the surface by post-adsorption chemical reactions, and may proceed through

physisorption or chemisorption, depending on the nature of the adsorption interactions.

Fig. 3 Typical gliding arc setup,
showing the three stages of
gliding arc evolution: (A) reagent
gas breakdown; (B) equilibrium
heating phase; and (C) non-
equilibrium reaction phase.
Reproduced with permission
from [47]
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Note, however, that the distinction between physisorption and chemisorption is ill-defined,

yet remains in use because of its historical and intuitive nature.

In the framework of classifying types of adsorption, physisorption may be defined as the

non-permanent and non-specific attachment of molecules to a surface through dipole and

dispersion interactions. Depending on the local surface properties and the adsorbent

polarity, these interactions may consist of dipole–dipole (Keesom) type or dipole—induced

dipole (Debye) type, in addition to London dispersion forces. Physisorption energies are

typically low compared to the much stronger chemisorption energies, in the order of

10–100 meV, although dipole–dipole interactions can in some cases be much stronger and

even become comparable to typical chemical bond energies, up to *1.5 eV.

There is no barrier for molecules approaching the surface to enter the physisorption

well, and the process is hence not activated. This is important for plasma catalysis, as

heating the substrate is typically avoided or at least lowered compared to thermal catalysis,

in order to reduce the energy cost. Since physisorbed species are not strongly bound to the

surface, they can easily diffuse over the surface, so as to ‘‘find’’ a surface species to react

with. Physisorption thus also significantly increases the life time of the reactant near or at

the surface, compared to pure impact and reflection. This increased life time is considered

to be crucial in e.g. plasma catalytic VOC abatement, where the species to be processed are

typically present in low concentrations. The surface captures the VOC molecules, allowing

oxidizing molecules from the plasma phase to initiate their destruction [25].

Chemisorption is the adsorption of atoms, radicals or molecules at a surface through the

formation of chemical bonds. Consequently, the adsorption strength is much larger com-

pared to physisorption, typically in the order of several eV per bond, and the adsorbed

molecules are much less mobile. In the context of plasma catalysis, the interaction of

adsorbate species with traditional catalyst transition metals is of special interest, and shall

be considered here. When an atom or a radical approaches the surface, its valence states

may directly couple with the metal catalyst s- and d-bands. While the interaction with the

s-bands is very similar for all transition metals, the catalytic characteristics are mainly

determined by the metal d-states. Generally speaking, the higher the energy of the d-band

(i.e., going from left to right in the periodic table), the more antibonding states will lie

above the Fermi level and hence the stronger the bond. Thus, Cu generally shows a weaker

adsorption of atoms and molecules, while Ni or Fe form stronger bonds. Consequently, Cu

is generally less reactive and Fe and Ni are more reactive. A thorough description of the

bonding process and electronic nature of the interaction can be found in [49, 50].

Energetically, sticking of an incoming particle requires (partial) dissipation of its kinetic

energy into other degrees of freedom [51]. This energy may be dissipated in one or several

of five channels. Usually, some of the kinetic energy is dissipated in the excitation of

surface phonons, which in turn are further dissipated in the bulk substrate. Thus, the

catalyst then acts as a semi-infinite heat bath, thermalizing the incoming particle. This

mechanism is of particular importance in case there is no significant difference in elec-

tronegativity between adsorbate and surface atoms. Alternatively, energy may also be

dissipated in the (non-adiabatic) excitation of electron–hole pairs, leading to the formation

of a hot electron (with energy above the Fermi level) and a hot hole (with energy below the

Fermi level). This mechanism is important when the difference between the electronega-

tivity of adsorbate and surface atoms is significant. Part of the kinetic energy of the

impinging particle may also be dissipated in lateral motion of the particle, especially if the

surface is corrugated. Thus, in this case the relaxation of the momentum component normal

to the surface will relax much faster than the tangential components. Species showing such

behaviour are termed hot precursors or intrinsic precursor species [52]. This is very
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important in plasma catalysis, as the surface area of the catalyst is typically maximized by

maximizing the catalyst dispersion, and surface features are typically in the nanometer

length scale. Further, in the case of molecules, the initial kinetic energy may be coupled to

internal degrees of freedom upon impact, i.e., excitation of the vibrational and rotational

degrees of freedom. Depending on how this energy is redistributed over those internal

degrees of freedom, this energy dissipation process determines the subsequent surface

processes. Finally, the molecule may also dissipate energy by dissociation. Most

chemisorption processes of molecules are dissociative. Very often, dissociative

chemisorption is the rate limiting step of a catalytic process.

Adsorption of Charge Carriers and Surface Charging

The key difference between the plasma state and the gaseous state is the presence of free

electrons and ions, i.e., free charges. Charges are naturally expected to play a critical role

in plasma catalysis as well, since catalysis is to a large extent controlled by bond breaking

and bond formation processes, which in turn are determined by the flow of electrons and

the diplacement of the atoms or molecular fragments involved. Yet, very little attention is

generally paid to charge transfer processes in the plasma catalysis literature.

Every floating surface in contact with a plasma will usually acquire a negative charge,

due to the much higher mobility of the electrons compared to the ions. Thus, such surfaces

are usually covered by a quasi-stationary electron film. A model describing the formation

of this film was put forward by Bronold et al. Based on this model, a surprisingly low

electron sticking coefficient s = 10-4 and an equally surprising long life time s = 10-2 s

were obtained for a metal surface [53]. Turning to dielectric surfaces, dedicated experi-

ments on charge trapping were carried out by Ambrico et al. [54, 55] on alumina in a DBD

setup in different gas mixtures and discharge modes. It was found that plasma electrons are

effectively trapped at the alumina surface. The trapped electrons were found to have a

relatively low energy of 1 eV. Due to their low energy, the electron penetration depth was

only a few nanometers. These generated charge traps are long-lived, with a life time up to

several days. A marked difference was observed for different discharge modes. The density

of trapped surface charge was found to be significantly higher for the DBD in glow

discharge mode compared to filamentary mode.

This phenomenon of surface charge trapping has important consequences for the for-

mation of streamer initiation and propagation [56]. Specifically, Guaitella et al. [56]

demonstrated that photons emitted by an single filament cause photo-desorption of trapped

surface charges, leading to the collective initiation of large current peaks. This collective

effect was further found to be enhanced in the presence of a porous photocatalytic TiO2

surface. I contrast, both external UV radiation and the presence of adsorbed C2H2 were

found to diminish the collective effect.

Ions are not expected to play a major role, due to their typically low energies in

atmospheric plasmas as usually applied in plasma catalysis. Nevertheless, the ion distri-

bution will also contain a (small) fraction of rather energetic ions, and these may poten-

tially influence the surface morphology, and thereby the catalytic properties of the surface.

This will be described in Sect. 3.5.

Surface Chemistry

Surface chemistry is the very heart of catalysis and plasma catalysis. Provided that efficient

mechanisms for delivery and removal of molecules to the surface are in place, it is the
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nature of the various reactions occurring at the catalyst surface which eventually determine

the activity, selectivity, and energy efficiency of the overall process. In turn, the dynamics

of the elementary processes involved are determined by the energy exchange between the

catalyst support and the catalyst surface on the one hand, and the catalyst surface and the

various modes of the reactants on the other hand. The time scale associated with this

energy exchange then determines how these dynamics may be appropriately described. In

general, we can distinguish thermal surface processes from non-thermal processes. In the

former case, the prerequisite is that the relaxation time to thermal equilibrium is much

shorter than the atomic motion of the atoms involved in the reaction. Processes fulfilling

this requirement will be discussed in the next section (Sect. 3.2.1). Surface reactions

which—as a rule of thumb—occur on subpicosecond time scales, however, cannot be

considered as thermal reactions, and will be discussed in Sect. 3.2.2.

Thermal Surface Chemistry

The three prototypical thermal surface reaction mechanisms, i.e., the Langmuir–Hinshel-

wood, Eley–Rideal and Mars—Van Krevelen mechanisms, are depicted schematically in

Fig. 4 [57].

Langmuir–Hinshelwood Mechanism The classical description of surface reactions in

heterogeneous catalysis is through the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism. In this mecha-

nism, the reaction between two species proceeds starting from both molecules in the adsorbed

state, equilibrated with the surface. Typically, the Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism is

considered to occur if the time between reactant adsorption and product formation exceeds

the time scale required for thermalization, i.e., in the order of about 10 ps.

The kinetics associated with this mechanism is appropriately called Langmuir–Hin-

shelwood (LH) kinetics. In LH kinetics, the rate r of the reaction between two species A

and B on the surface S is given by

r ¼ khAhB ð2Þ

where k is the rate constant for the overall reaction, and hA and hB represent the surface

coverage by molecules A and B, respectively. The surface coverages can be related to the

partial pressures of the molecules through the Langmuir isotherm, such that

r ¼ k
KApA � KBpB

ð1 þ KApA þ KBpBÞ2
ð3Þ

Fig. 4 The three prototypical thermal surface reaction mechanisms, a Langmuir–Hinshelwood; b Eley–
Rideal; and c Mars—Van Krevelen. Reproduced with permission from [57]
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where KA and KB are the equilibrium constants for surface adsorption of molecules A and

B, respectively, and pA and pB are the corresponding partial pressures.

The LH model is a limiting case and an idealized description of the true process, based

on a number of approximations. Molecules are considered to be hard-spheres, and are

assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the surface. The surface coverage is assumed to

be constant and reside in a steady state. The reaction between the molecules is assumed to

be the reaction rate limiting step, and to be independent of mutual interactions prior to the

reaction, i.e., the probability of an incoming molecule to adsorb on any particular site is

independent of the occupation of nearby sites. Also, the molecules are assumed to be

randomly distributed over the surface, where each molecules occupies precisely 1 surface

site. All surface sites are moreover considered to be equivalent.

While most of these assumptions may indeed be valid to a certain extent under high

vacuum conditions on perfectly crystalline surfaces, the situation is obviously much more

complicated in plasma catalysis at atmospheric pressure, making use on nanofeatured

catalysts with instrinsic roughness. Hence, while some researchers have invoked Lang-

muir–Hinshelwood kinetics to explain experimental observations [58, 59], such analysis

must be treated with caution.

Eley–Rideal Mechanism The second, often invoked mechanism in catalysis is the Eley–

Rideal (ER) mechanism. In this case, a pre-adsorbed surface species in thermal equilibrium

with the surface is assumed to react with an incoming gas-phase particle. The resulting

product molecule subsequently desorbs from the surface. Again, the actual reaction is

assumed to be the rate limiting step. The rate for the ER mechanism is given by

r ¼ khApB ð4Þ

where pB is the partial pressure of species B. An example relevant for plasma catalysis is

the formation of CH4 from association of an impinging H-atom and an surface-adsorbed

CH3,ads species on a Cu(111) surface [60].

However, while the ER mechanism seems reasonable, it turns out that only very few

reactions truly operate according to this mechanism in its pure form [52]. Instead, it seems

that many surface reactions proceed through closely related processes in which the

incoming species are partially accommodated at the surface, and which should hence rather

be classified as hot precursor processes (see below).

Mars and Van Krevelen Mechanism The Mars and Van Krevelen (MvK) mechanism is

characterized by the incorporation of one or more lattice consistituents of the catalyst

into the product molecules [61]. The catalyst is subsequently replenished through

adsorption and uptake of corresponding species from the gas (or plasma) phase. Hence,

in this case, the catalyst is temporarily consumed. While mostly applicable to oxides,

reactions on sulfides, chlorides or hydrides may proceed along the same mechanism.

Although all MvK processes are redox reactions, it is incorrect to state that all hetero-

geneous catalytic redox reactions on metal oxide surfaces proceed through the MvK

mechanism, and hence the alternative terminology ‘‘redox mechanism’’ should be

avoided. Moreover, it was claimed that the original rate expression for this mechanism is

inconsistent and erroneous [62], and LH-type rate expressions provide an equal or even

better description.
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Non-thermal Surface Chemistry

Precursor Molecules with Internal or Kinetic Energy In the framework of thermal sur-

face reactions, adsorbing molecules are considered to first thermalize with the surface

before dissociating or reacting with co-adsorbed species, implying a redistribution of

energy upon impact over the various available degrees of freedom. In case of the presence

of an activation barrier for the reaction, as is most often encountered, it is in principle more

efficient if this redistribution does not occur, but instead an accumulation of energy occurs

in one or several specific degrees of freedom. This typically either translational kinetic

energy or vibrational energy of the impinging molecule. In Fig. 5, the corresponding

mechanisms are schematically depicted for dissociative chemisorption and molecular

physisorption of methane [63]. In panel (A), methane approaches the surface with energy

greater than the effective reaction barrier, leading to dissociative chemisorption. In panel

(B1), methane approaches the surface with insufficient energy to surmount the energy

barrier, and becomes trapped in a molecular physisorbed state, until it escapes to the

chemisorption well with rate constant kc or desorbs with rate constant kd, as shown in panel

(B2). In panel (C1), a vibrationally excited methane molecule approaches the surface and

becomes trapped in the physisorbed state, until it enters the chemisorption state with rate

constant kc or desorbs with rate constant kd, as shown in panel (C2). In comparison to the

case depicted in panel (B2), however, the relative rate for chemisorption is increased due to

the additional internal energy of the molecule. In the case of desorption, the molecule may

either leave the surface in the vibrational ground state if vibrational quenching takes place,

or it may desorb in an excited vibrational state.

A typical example is the dissociative chemisorption of methane on the Ni(111) surface.

As shown in Fig. 6, the dissociation probability of CH4 (and CD4) increases exponentially

with the normal component of the translational energy of the impinging molecule [64, 65].

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of possible reaction mechanisms in methane adsorption. Reproduced with
permission from [63]
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These experiments also demonstrated that the surface temperature was of no influence. It is

believed that the effect of the translational energy is to deform the methane molecule upon

impact in a pyramidal configuration, allowing three hydrogen atoms to interact at the same

time with the surface [52].

Vibrational excitation of a molecule may also enhance its surface reactivity, through

lowering of the effective activation barrier. This may occur in two ways [66]. First, the

vibrational energy increases the energy level of the reactant. Relative to the barrier with

respect to the vibrational ground state, the effective barrier is thus lowered. Second, also

the energy of the transition state may be lowered, since the vibrationally excited molecule

may have access to part of phase space which is inaccessible to the ground state molecule,

and thus have access to an alternative minimum energy path.

However, not every vibrational mode will give rise to the same increase in reactivity

upon excitation. For instance, Juurlink et al. [67] investigated dissociative chemisorption of

CH4 on Ni(111), and found for instance that the 3m4 is significantly less effective than the

m3 C–H stretch at promoting dissociative chemisorption, even though 3m4 contains 30 %

more energy. This result therefore provides clear evidence for vibrational mode specificity

in a gas-surface reaction.

Collision-Induced Surface Reactions In collision-induced surface reactions, the energy

required to overcome the surface reaction energy barrier is delivered by an incoming

particle, which is otherwise not involved in the chemical reaction itself. For instance,

Beckerle et al. [68, 69] studied the dissociation of pre-adsorbed CH4 molecules on a

Fig. 6 Measured dissociation
probabilities of CH4 and CD4

impinging onto a Ni(111) surface
as a function of the normal
component of translational
energy. Reproduced with
permission from [64, 65]
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Ni(111) surface by energetic Ar atom impacts. The mechanism may conceptually be

understood to occur in two consecutive steps. First, the impinging Ar atom transfers part of

its energy to the adsorbed CH4 molecule. The fraction of energy transferred depends on the

angle and point of impact. Subsequently, the energy accumulated in the direction normal to

the surface may be used to decompose the molecule in the same way as would occur if the

CH4 molecule would impinge with sufficient kinetic energy on the surface, as described

above in Sect. 3.2.2.1.

Collision induced surface processes are also pertinent to chemisorbed systems, provided

the impinging particles have sufficient energy to overcome the relevant dissociation and/or

desorption barriers. For instance, collision-induced O2 dissociation and desorption fol-

lowing Xe impacts on a coadsorbed CO ? O2 adlayer was demonstrated by Åkerlund et al.

[70] on the Pt(111) surface. Moreover, also CO2 formation was observed Similarly, Vat-

tuone et al. [71] demonstrated Xe-collision induced O2 dissociation and desorption from a

Ag(001) surface. Interestingly, the branching ratio between dissociation and desorption

was found to be a function of the impinging gas atom energy and angle of incidence, the

latter being attributed to surface corrugation.

Hot Precursor Surface Reactions Hot precursor species are species which are trapped at

the surface, but which have not yet attained thermal equilibrium with the surface. This

occurs when upon hitting the surface, the velocity component of the particle normal to the

surface quickly decreases to near-zero, while the lateral components do not. The particle

can then travel over substantial distances over the surface before attaining thermal equi-

librium, since the barriers for surface diffusion are typically much lower than escape from

the chemisorption well.

Fig. 7 Schematic dynamics for adsorption following (left panel) the Langmuir concept or strong coupling
limit, and (right panel) the hot precursor model. Reproduced with permission from [52]
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This process can be understood in terms of the model put forward by Ertl [52], depicted

in Fig. 7. In the strong coupling limit, the particle immediately attains thermal equilibrium

with the surface upon sticking, and typically transfers its energy to the surface through

direct phonon excitations. In the hot precursor model, in contrast, the particle initially

couples only weakly with the surface, and first hits the repulsive wall of the surface. The

energy of the particle is then transferred stepwise to the surface.

Alternatively, hot surface species may also be formed through exothermic surface

reactions. The heat released during an exothermic reaction will usually be transferred most

efficiently to the surface, but part of this energy may also be transferred to the reaction

products. This energy may then be used either to allow the products to diffuse over the

surface, or even to desorb from the surface.

Experiments demonstrating the existence of this hot precursor model are normally

carried out at low temperatures, to reduce the influence of thermal diffusion and other

thermal processes. However, even at typical plasma catalysis processing temperatures, the

energies involved will generally be higher than the thermal energy, and may hence have an

important effect and contribute to the overall process.

Photon-Induced Surface Reactions Impinging photons may induce surface reactions

either through heating the electrons in the solid, or by single photon absorption, provided

that the photons have sufficient energy. Heating the electron gas leads to partial occupation

of an adsorbate antibonding level, triggering the surface reaction. An example of this

process is the associative desorption of CO2 from co-adsorbed CO and O on a Ru(0001)

surface, induced by femtosecond infrared laser pulses [72]. The desorption of NH3 from a

Cu surface, on the other hand, was shown to be initiated by single photon absorption [73].

In this case, the primary excitation is the creation of a hot electron, which is captured by

the adsorbate NH3 molecule. This in turn causes a Franck–Condon transition from the

ground state to a repulsive excited state, which induces the desorption process.

Desorption

Together with adsorption and surface chemical reactions, desorption of product molecules

from the catalyst surface is an essential process in plasma catalysis. The kinetics of the

thermal desorption process may be described by the following rate law:

r ¼ kdesh
n ð5Þ

where h is the surface concentration of adsorption species, and n is the kinetic order.

Atomic or unimolecular desorption is usually first order, while recombinative molecular

desorption (as e.g. occurs after a Langmuir–Hinshelwood surface reaction) is usually a

second order process. Sometimes the term surface film reaction (SFR) is used to denote the

latter process. In the case of thermal desorption, the rate constant kdes is usually described

by a simple Arrhenius equation

kdes ¼ A exp
�Edes

a

RT

� �
ð6Þ

where A is the so-called pre-exponential factor, often identified with an escape attempt

frequency, Ea
des is the activation barrier for desorption, often identified with the enthalpy of

adsorption, R is the universal gas constant and T is the surface temperature. In this case, the

resulting rate expression is referred to as the Polanyi-Wigner relation [74].
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Note, however, that desorption may also occur as the result of an electronic exitation, as

described above in Sect. 3.2.2.4, or through sputtering or etching, as described in Sects.

3.5.3 and 3.5.4

Photocatalyst Activation

Photons

Since plasmas are sources of UV radiation, the use of photocatalysts has been considered

for, e.g., CO2 reduction and VOC abatement [25, 75, 76]. In principle, any energy source

capable of exciting an electron from the valence band to the conduction band of the

photocatalyst can be used. Clearly, however, photons are most efficient to induce this

process, and this is hence by far the most common route for photocatalyst activation.

Essentially, the activation process consists of the formation of an electron–hole pair. In

light-induced electron–hole pair generation, photons carrying an energy equal to or larger

than the band gap are absorbed by the photocatalyst. An electron is then excited from the

valence band to the conduction band, while the hole is left behind in the valence band.

Photocatalysis then relies on the excited electron to reduce the source molecule to the

targetted species, while the hole oxidizes another molecule (e.g. H2O). This process is

schematically depicted in Fig. 8 [77].

Fig. 8 Photo-excitation of a semiconducting metal oxide particle (a) and the de-excitation events;
(b) electron–hole recombination within the semiconductor bulk, (c) oxidation of surface adsorbed electron
donors, (d) reduction of surface adsorbed electron acceptors and (e) electron–hole recombination at the
semiconductor surface. Reproduced with permission from [77]
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The possibility and efficiency of photocatalyst activation by plasma photons is not yet

resolved. There have been claims that the plasma can indeed produce enough and suffi-

ciently energetic photons to induce photocatalytic surface reactions, e.g., for the abatement

of VOC’s [75, 78, 79]. While these studies have indeed shown an increase in VOC

destruction upon application of the plasma in the presence of a photocatalyst, it was not

unambiguously demonstrated that this was due to plasma-induced photocatalytic reactions.

In contrast, it has also been claimed that typical plasma sources used in plasma catalysis do

not create a sufficient photon flux to generate an appreciable effect [22, 80–82]. More

research is needed to elucidate this issue further.

Particles

In principle, particles may also induce the generation of electron–hole pairs in the pho-

tocatalyst. These particles include electrons, ions and metastables. Note, however, that in

this case the electron–hole pair generation involves a Coulomb interaction, which is

intrinsically different from the photoelectric effect that is responsible for light-induced

photocatalyst activation, and both of these are intrinsically different from the phonon-

induced electron–hole pair generation discussed below in Sect. 3.4.3.

In the case of particle-induced electron–hole pair creation, the impinging particle carries

sufficient energy to knock-off a valence electron from an atom. The energy released in this

process may be used to excite the knock-off electron to be excited to the conduction band.

Although Mei et al. [10] claim electron-induced photocatalyst activation to occur in their

packed bed DBD reactor, there are to date no reports in the literature actually demon-

strating such a process in the context of plasma catalysis.

Electron-induced CO2 dissociation was observed e.g. on rutile TiO2 (110) surfaces [83,

84]. This process, however, was governed by a direct electron injection into the CO2

LUMO orbital, and can hence not be catagorized as an electron-mediated photocatalyst

activation process. Indeed, the observed CO2 reduction process may not happen by photo-

generated electrons, since the photo-generated electrons may rapidly thermalize to the

conduction band edge, which is much lower than the reduction potential of the CO2/CO2
*-

couple [85].

Thermal Fluctuations

Finally, also thermal fluctuations may induce carrier generation. In this case, an electron

from the valence band absorbs lattice phonons to be excited to the conduction band. Note,

however, that since the phonon energy is typically much lower than the band gap, exci-

tation to the conduction band can only happen through a multiphonon process. In this case,

the electron is first excited to a trap level in the band gap, and subsequently absorbs another

phonon to reach the conduction band.

Surface Modification

Upon interaction with the surface, the plasma modifies the surface structure through a

number of processes. These processes are described below, and depicted schematically in

Fig. 9.
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Dissolution and Poisoning of the Catalyst

A critical issue in any catalytic process is to keep the catalyst active during operation.

Poisoning of the catalyst, rendering the catalyst inactive, can occur either by irreversible

surface adsorption of strongly binding species, preventing them to desorb and thereby

blocking active catalyst sites (Fig. 9a), or by dissolution of atoms in the catalyst, modifying

the catalytic properties, through changes in the geometrical, morphological or electronic

structure of the catalyst, which is generally undesirable.

A typical example is the dry reforming of methane on Ni-surfaces. In this process,

atomic carbon is formed, dissolving into the catalyst, and eventually covering the catalyst

surface with amorphous carbon material [86, 87]. This process is referred to as coking. The

deposited carbon is strongly bound to the surface, and prevents the adsorption of newly

impinging molecules on the surface, thereby making the catalyst surface inactive.

Importantly, however, it has also been demonstrated that plasmas may effectively

regenerate poisoned catalysts. For instance, Kim et al. [88] demonstrated packed-bed

plasma regeneration of a Au/TiO2 catalyst deactivated by the adsorption of VOCs,

Sivachandrian et al. [89] studied regeneration of a isopropanol saturated TiO2 surface, also

in a packed-bed reactor, and Mok et al. [90] compared thermal and plasma regeneration of

a desactivated Ni/alumina catalyst, to name but a few. The global operative mechanism

appears to be the oxidation of the surface-adsorbed species, while the microscopic

mechanisms naturally depend on the exact species and surfaces involved.

Implantation

In principle, energetic ions can penetrate the catalyst surface, and become implanted in the

bulk of the catalyst (Fig. 9b). This again modifies the morphological and electronic

structure of the catalyst, possibly altering its activity, stability, selectivity and other

properties. In the context of catalysis, implantation has for instance been used for graphene

synthesis on Ni thin films [91]. Implantation, however, typically requires keV ion energies.

Considering that such high ion energies in plasma catalysis are highly unlikely due to the

Fig. 9 Schematic representation of several surface modification processes. (a) Poisoning by strong
adsorption and blocking active catalytic sites; (b) implantation of the highly energetic impinging particle in
the bulk of the substrate; (c) sputtering by energetic ion impact; and (d) etching, through the formation of a
volatile compound
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collisional nature of the discharges employed, it is very unlikely that implantation plays an

important role.

Sputtering

In contrast to implantation, sputtering only requires energies equal to or larger than the

binding energy of surface atoms or molecules. Sputtering is schematically represented in

Fig. 9c. Since surface atoms are undercoordinated, their binding energy is much lower than

the bulk binding energies, and hence sputtering typically requires relatively low threshold

energies. The sputter yield generally depends on various factors, including the type of

surface, the impacting particles, their angle of incidence and their kinetic energy [92]. The

thresheld energy is typically in the order of 10 eV. In the context of plasma catalysis,

however, this energy is already relatively high, and only a very small fraction of the ions

will have such an energy. Given that the yield at the threshold energy is still very low,

sputtering can be expected to be of minor importance in plasma catalysis.

Etching

Etching, finally, does not require a minimum kinetic energy, but rather requires the for-

mation of a volatile compound through a chemical reaction between the impinging species

and the surface species. In this sense, any Eley–Rideal-like process (including hot pre-

cursor atom induced desorption) could be considered as an etching process. This is shown

in Fig. 9d.

Heating

Possible heating of the catalyst-carrying substrate is highly important, for several reasons.

First, the operative temperature of the surface determines the overall catalyst activity to a

large extent. Second, the substrate temperature also influences the elementary processes

such as adsorption, diffusion, chemical surface reactions and desorption of surface species.

Third, the occurrence of so-called hot-spots has in plasma catalysis been proposed as

possible cause for an increased catalytic activity.

The issue of catalyst heating is mainly of importance for DBDs [93]. Indeed, in the case

of a gliding arc, the gas temperature is in any case sufficiently high to thermally activate

the catalyst. In the case of e.g. a cold atmospheric plasma jet, there are essentially no

heating mechanisms operative, and plasma-induced thermal activation of the catalyst is

excluded. In the case of DBDs, however, the gas temperature is low, but the ions, electrons,

electric fields, etc., interact directly with the catalyst surface and may induce a local

temperature increase.

Moreover, it is important to note that in DBDs temperature gradients at the surface may

arise. This is due to the fact that the heat capacity of metals is typically lower than the heat

capacity of most commenly used dielectric support materials and their thermal conduc-

tivity is much higher. For instance, Ni has a heat capacity Cp = 0.44 J g-1 K-1, to be

compared to the heat capacity for Al2O3 Cp = 0.72 J g-1 K-1 or silica, Cp = 0.73

J g-1 K-1. The thermal conductivity of Ni is j = 90.9 W m-1 K-1, to be compared to

values of j = 20 W m-1 K-1 and j = 1.4 W m-1 K-1 for Al2O3 and silica, respectively.

Moreover, several dielectric materials commonly used in DBDs for plasma catalysis such

as BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 have high dissipation factors, leading to dielectric loss heating.
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Examples of dielectrics with lower dissipation factors include Al2O3 and silica, where

heating through dielectric loss is of less importance. These effects shall be described below

in Sect. 3.6.1.5.

For instance, Holzer et al. [94] noted that in their packed bed reactor using ferroelectric

pellets, the macroscopic temperature did not exceed 60 �C, and concluded that the

observed ozone decomposition could hence only be explained by the occurrence of local

hot spots. The occurrence of hot spots was directly observed by Tirumala et al. [95] in a

DBD. This is shown in Fig. 10. The temperature increase in these hot spots, however, was

limited to only a few tens of degrees. Hence, while the occurrence of hot spots seems

established, their importance is not. Nevertheless, it should be realized that when signif-

icant input power is used, the plasma may effectively heat the surface and thereby dras-

tically modify the surface chemistry.

As described in detail by Kersten, the heating of surfaces in low-temperature plasmas is

a very complex phenomenon [96]. Indeed, while heat transfer between plasma and the

surface in thermal plasmas can be treated by a classical thermal conductivity treatment,

involving heat transfer coefficients, this approach does not work well in non-equilibrium

low temperature plasmas.

In principle, the overall energy balance at the substrate can be determined from the heat

flux (in energy per unit of time) towards the surface, _Qin, and the heat flux originating from

the surface, _Qout. These contributions can be written as [96]:

Qin ¼
Z

ðJrad;in þ Jch þ Jn þ Jexo þ Jdiel þ Jext;inÞdA ð7Þ

and

Qout ¼
Z

ðJrad;out þ Jconv þ Jdes þ Jparticle;out þ Jendo þ Jext;outÞdA ð8Þ

where Jx are the various contributing energy fluxes (in units of energy per unit of time and

per unit of area). These contributions include the radiation influx Jrad,in and outflux Jrad,out,

the energy flux due to incoming charged (Jch) and neutral (Jn) species, including the heat

Fig. 10 a Absolute temperature distribution in a DBD, showing the occurrence of surface hot spots, and
b iCCD images of the streamer and glow discharge regimes in a DBD. Reproduced with permission from
[95]
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release by adsorption and condensation, the heat flux due to exothermic and endothermic

surface reactions Jexo and Jendo, the heat outflux associated with desorption Jdes, the heat

outflux due to sputtered species and secondary electrons Jparticle,out, dielectric heating Jdiel,

and the external heating Jext,in and Jext,out. These various terms shall be described below.

Heat Influx

Radiation Heat (Jrad,in) The heat influx due to radiation is due to radiation emitted by

surrounding walls and radiation emitted by the plasma itself. In DBDs, where the operating

temperature is usually not very high, the radiation contribution by surrounding walls is

probably rather low. The importance of plasma-generated photons, on the other hand, is

more difficult to estimate. Photon fluxes ranging from 2.5 lW/cm2 [80] to 100 lW/cm2

[97] have been reported. It is not likely that these fluxes are sufficient to significantly heat

the surface and hence be of any influence in plasma catalysis.

Energy Influx by Charged Particles (Jch) The total energy flux by charged particles is

given as the sum over the various types of particles of their flux times their energy, plus the

energy flux by surface recombination of positive ions and electrons. Clearly, this term will

only be of any importance in single-stage plasma reactors, since no charge carriers will be

present at the catalyst surface in a two-stage setup. In constrast, in discharges where a large

electric field is present near the surface, as is the case for DBDs, charge carriers may

contribute significantly to the total energy transfer.

The energy contribution of the ions consists of a kinetic part and a potential energy part.

The kinetic energy of the ion is characterized by the ion energy distribution function

(IEDF), and determined by the sheath potential and the collisional processes in the sheath.

While in low pressure RF-excited plasmas saddle shaped IEDFs occur, showing a high

probability at high energies, atmospheric pressure plasmas such as the DBDs used in

plasma catalysis do not show such high energy ions. In this case, the average ion energy is

in the order of perhaps only a few eV, and hence likely to be of little importance in heating

the surface.

The contribution of the potential energy depends on the surface material. In the case of

an insulating or dielectric surface, the potential energy is due to the adsorption energy Ei,ads

of the ion in addition to the ion–electron recombination energy:

Ei;pot;diel ¼ Erec þ Ei;ads ð9Þ

Especially on dielectrics such as glass, as often used in DBDs, the recombination energy

is of major importance for surface heating. In the case of metallic surfaces, on the other

hand, the neutralization of the impinging ion is accompanied by the emission of secondary

electrons. In this case, the ion potential energy is given by [96]:

Ei;pot;metak ¼ Eip � U� ciðUþ Ei;kinÞ ð10Þ

where Eip is the ionization potential of the impinging ion, U is the metal work function, ci

is the secondary electron yield and Eion,kin is the kinetic energy of the impinging ion.

Heating due to electron impact is probably of minor importance in plasma catalysis,

since in a single-stage setup the electrons need to overcome the plasma potential with

respect to the surface (and the bias voltage if any) in order to reach the surface, while they

are completely absent in a two-stage configuration.
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Energy Influx by Neutral Particles (Jn) In general, also neutral species contribute to the

total heat balance through interaction with the surface. This energy flux can be decom-

posed in energy due to kinetic energy transfer and due to potential energy transfer. The

potential energy transfer, in turn, includes the heat of adsorption, heat of condensation and

internal excitation potential energy terms (vibrational and electronic excitation).

The kinetic energy term is simply the thermal energy and hence this term is small in low

temperature sources. Their potential energy, on the other hand, is distributed over the

various vibrational modes, as well as in the electronically excited states, and may be

significant.

Neutral species in their vibrational and electronic ground state contribute essentially

only through adsorption, in which case the association influx Jads is given by

Jads ¼ jncEads ¼
1

4
cnexc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kTg

pm

r
Eads ð11Þ

where jn is the flux of neutrals, c is the sticking coefficient, Tg is the gas temperature, and

Eads is the heat of adsorption. The mechanistic aspects of the adsorption process were

described above in Sect. 3.1.1.

If the neutral is electronically excited, it may transfer part of this excitation energy to

the surface with a probability n. The total energy flux is then given by

Jexc ¼
1

4
nnexc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8kTg

pm

r
Eexc ð12Þ

where nexc is the density of the exited species under consideration, and Eexc is the excitation

energy. Although the probability n is typically in the order of 0.1–1 (except for low-lying

metastable O2 levels), electronically excited species will generally not contribute signifi-

cantly to surface heating in plasma catalysis.

Neutral molecules may also be vibrationally excited. However, the electron energy in

DBDs is somewhat too high for efficient excitation of the vibrational levels [98], and these

species are therefore not likely be of major importance in heating the surface. Moreover,

the life time of vibrationally excited species at atmospheric pressure is too low to be of any

significance in gliding arcs as well. We may therefore conclude that the contribution of

neutral species to the catalyst heating will be almost exclusively due to (exothermic)

adsorption, rather than due to their kinetic energy or vibrational excitation.

Energy Influx by Exothermic Surface Reactions (Jexo) The heat released in an exothermic

surface reaction contributes to the surface heating. The extent of this contribution is, of

course, determined by the exact processes. This heating process consists of various

underlying processes. These underlying processes are described in Sect. 3.1.1. As men-

tioned in Sect. 3.1.1, the heat may be dissipated through the excitation of phonons (i.e., the

actual heating of the surface), but also through the emission of charged particles (elec-

trons), photons, and the formation of electron–hole pairs. Moreover, if volatile product

molecules are formed, these species may desorb from the surface, possibly with internal

excitation (vibration and rotation). Hence, part of the heat released during the exothermic

surface reaction may also be transferred to the desorbing molecules.

Dielectric Heating (Jdiel) Dielectric heating is the heating of a dielectric material in

response to an alternating electric field. The polar molecules try to line up with the field,

and this leads to heating.
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The generated power density per volume is given by:

Q ¼ x � e00r � e0 � E2 ð13Þ

where x is the angular frequency of the electromagnetic radiation, er

00
is the complex part of

the relative permittivity, e0 is the relative permittivity of free space and E is the electric

field strength. Hence, in order for dielectric heating to be efficient, sufficienly high fre-

quencies in the order of MHz or higher are needed. Typical DBDs used for plasma

catalysis however work at much lower frequencies, typically in the kHz region.

The material’s ability to dissipate electromagnetic energy is characterized by the so-

called loss tangent, which (in the absence of free charge conduction) is defined as

tan d ¼ e00

e0
ð14Þ

where er

0
is the real part of the relative permittivity. The total relative permittivity is then

defined as

e ¼ e0 � ie00 ð15Þ

An often used dielectric in plasma catalysis is BaTiO3, which incidentally shows a

rather weak frequency dependence for the loss tangent [99]. The loss tangent for BaTiO3 is

rather high, about 0.02 [99, 100]. Hence, it is not excluded that heating through dielectric

loss is an important heating mechanism in plasma catalysis by DBDs.

Heat Outflux

Radiation Heat (Jrad,out) In the absence of external cooling, thermal radiation is typically

the dominant substrate cooling mechanism. The power dissipated from the surface through

radiation can be determined from Stefan’s Law:Z
Jrad;outdA ¼ AsrðesT

4
s � eenvT4

envÞ ð16Þ

where As is the total radiation emitting surface of the substrate, r is the Stefan-Boltzmann

constant, es and eenv are the emissivities of the substrate and the environment, respectively,

and Ts and Tenv are the substrate surface temperature and environmental temperature,

respectively. The emissivity of the environment is typically assumed & 1. For the sub-

strate, the emissivity of typical catalyst materials such as Ni or Cu is in the order

es = 0.02–0.1, while for dielectric materials such as glass, es & 0.9 [96].

Thermal Conduction (Jcond) Substrate cooling though thermal conduction, separate from

external cooling, consists of heat exchange with the impinging gas molecules. In the

collisional regime, which is the typical regime in atmospheric pressure discharges, the

mean free path of the gas molecules is much shorter than the thermal boundary layer dsh.

At atmospheric pressure and room temperature, the mean free path is in the order of

50–100 nm, which is similar to or perhaps one order of magnitude larger than typical

catalyst surface features. In this case, the heat flux density is given by:Z
JconddA ¼ Nukgdsh Ts � Tg

� �
ð17Þ
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where Nu is the Nusselt number, kg is the thermal conductivity of the gas, dsh is the thermal

boundary layer in front of the substrate, and Ts and Tg are the substrate and gas temper-

atures, respectively.

Thermal Desorption (Jdes) Thermal desorption is a key process in plasma catalysis for

numerous processes including natural gas reforming, VOC abatement and ammonia pro-

duction. In other plasma catalytic processes, such as carbon nanotube growth, desorption is

of much less importance. Thermal desorption may occur through either of four basic

mechanisms: physical sputtering (PS, discussed in Sect. 3.5.3), chemical etching (CE,

discussed in Sect. 3.5.4), surface film reaction (SFR, discussed in Sect. 3.3), and desorption

following electronic excitation (discussed in Sect. 3.2.2.4). In chemical etching, incoming

particles are usually considered to react with surface species through the Eley–Rideal

mechanism, forming volatile molecules. These volatile species may subsequently desorb,

either directly, or after some delay. In surface film reaction, surface species react with each

other through a Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism, and subsequently desorb. Either way,

however, desorption usually consists of molecules leaving the surface with an energy

comparable to the surface temperature.

(i.e., desorbing molecules are usually in thermal equilibrium with the surface), irre-

spective of the mechanism by which the molecule was formed. Although the desorbing

molecule may contain some internal excitation energy, thermal desorption does not con-

tribute significantly to the total heat outflux.

Endothermic Surface Reactions (Jendo) Endothermic surface reactions may occur either

through desorption (described in the previous section) or through chemical surface reac-

tions which do not lead to desorption. The latter are of crucial importance in for instance

gas reforming, where the feedstock needs to be converted in the desired product molecules

through the formation of a series of surface-bound intermediates. The overall reaction

enthalpy, which according to Hess’ Law is equal to the sum of the reaction enthalpies of

the individual elementary processes, is then the quantity of interest. The importance of the

reaction enthalpy with respect to surface cooling is thus determined by the specific tar-

getted reaction, and independent of the plasma.

Particle Emission (Jparticle) Another heat loss channel is the emission of neutral and

charged particles from the surface. For particle emission to occur, some threshold energy

needs to be overcome, corresponding to the binding energy of the particle to the surface.

Note that the energy loss through the emission of secondary electrons due to (slow)

incoming ions is already accounted for by Eq. (10), and this process should hence not be

included in Jparticle. However, while other emission processes, leading to the emission of

neutral and ionic species from the surface, are of great importance in low pressure plasmas,

where the non-negligible fraction of the impinging particles have sufficient energy to

deliver the threshold energy, they are generally of little concern in atmospheric pressure

discharges given the low energies of the impinging particles.

External Heating (Jext,in and Jext,out)

External heating and cooling of the substrate occur through conduction. The mechanism of

this process is phonon excitation.
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External heating or cooling can be applied to the substrate, and it is then often assumed

that the substrate surface temperature corresponds to the externally controlled temperature.

However, the actual surface temperature depends on the thermal conductivity and the

thickness of the substrate, determining how fast the externally set temperature can be

coupled to the substrate surface, and the time scale of the surface processes.

Indeed, the energy of phonons is typically in the meV order, which is several orders of

magnitude lower than chemical reaction energies. Hence, heat dissipation through the

substrate lattice requires multiple phonon excitations, which may not occur instanta-

neously. Hence, hot spots may temporarily occur.

Surface Discharge Formation

Since the combination of the plasma with a catalyst is usually intended to result in a

synergistic effect, it is beneficial to create a strong discharge over the entire catalyst-

covered surface. A surface discharge can be formed as a thin layer covering the dielectric

surface in a DBD. A nice example of exciting a surface discharge in the context of plasma

catalysis was provided by Kim [22]. In these experiments, packing the discharge volume

with zeolite pellets, covered by Ag nanoparticles, was shown to greatly enhance the plasma

generation on the surface. Hence, the Ag nanoparticles were key for surface streamers to

develop and spread over the catalyst surface. In the case of BaTiO3 pellets, however,

partial discharges were formed (at the contact points of the BaTiO3 beads), but surface

streamers were not observed [22].

Tu et al. [33] observed that depending on the packing conditions, a volume discharge

may change into a surface discharge. The relation between packing conditions and dis-

charge mode, however, is complex, and the relative contribution of surface discharge

versus filamentary discharge was found to depend on the particle size, particle shape and

packing location [33].

Electric Field Enhancement

Electric field enhancement by the presence of a packing in the plasma reactor is well

known. Two fundamental causes for this field enhancement can be distinguished. First, the

electric field is naturally enhanced near tip-like structures, an effect termed the ‘‘lighting

rod effect’’, which is a manifestation of an electric edge effect. The resulting local electric

field E near the tip can generally be described by.

E ¼ bE0 ð18Þ

where E0 is the global electric field, and b is the so-called field enhancement factor. The

enhancement factor ranges from 1 for a flat surface to thousands for high aspect ratio

structures such as carbon nanotubes. Typical surface features may show factors of a few

tens to hundreds. The lightning rod effect is a pure shape effect: electric field lines must

terminate normal to the surface of a conductor, and hence the electric field lines tend to

concentrate near sharp points of highly conductive materials such as the metallic

nanoparticles usually used in plasma catalysis.

The field enhancement factor is a function of the exact shape of the tip-like structure. In

the case that the tip can be approximated by a elliptical paraboloid, the electric field

relative to its maximum value Emax at the apex can be expressed as [101]:
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E ¼ Emaxffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 þ r2

R2

q ð19Þ

where r is the radial distance from the axis of cylindrical symmetry of the paraboloid, and

R is the radius of curvature at the apex. Hence, at the apex, r = 0, and E = Emax. For

elongated structures such as CNTs, the field enhancement factor can in a first approxi-

mation be written as

b ffi h

d
ð20Þ

where h is the height of the tube and d is its diameter.

The second effect is related to the so-called packed bed effect. Often, DBDs are filled or

partially filled with dielectric beads to improve the plasma catalytic process. The relative

permittivity (or dielectric constant) of the dielectric material used for the beads then

codetermines the electric field enhancement.

The electric field enhancement due to the packing effect can be described as [102, 103]:

E ¼ V

d

3ep

2ep þ eg

ð21Þ

where d is the gap length, and ep and eg are the (real parts of the) relative permittivities of

the beads and the gas, respectively. Hence, given a sufficiently large relative permittivity of

the packing material, an enhancement factor up to 1.5 can be obtained. However, it is

important to realize that this formula was derived for a spherical void, whereas the voids in

a packed bed reactor are not spherical. This may limit the applicability of this formula.

The physical origin of this effect is the spontaneous polarization occurring in the

ferroelectric material in response to the existance of an external electric field. This in turn

results in a high electric field at the contact points on the pellets, which induce electrical

discharges near these points [26]. The actual field enhancement may amount to a factor of

10–250, depending on the shape, porosity and dielectric of the pellets [43], which is

significantly larger that the enhancement predicted by Eq. (20). Very recent detailed cal-

culations indeed demonstrated such large enhancement factors, as shown in Fig. 11, for a

packed bed dielectric barrier discharge at 300 K and 1 atm in He [104].

Fig. 11 Calculated (left panel)
time averaged electric field and
(right panel) time averaged
electron temperature, showing
the significant field enhancement
and electron temperature
resulting from the packed bed
effect. Reproduced with
permission from [104]
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Conclusions

In this review, a wide variety of plasma-surface interactions are discussed in the context of

plasma catalysis. Focussing on atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharges (DBD)

and gliding arcs as two very different types of reactors experimentally used in plasma

catalysis, the importance of these interactions is assessed. Especially in DBDs the strong

non-equilibrium nature of the discharge complicates the analysis. It is concluded that some

factors previously regarded as key factors are perhaps of less importance, including pho-

ton-induced photocatalyst activation and hot spot formation at the catalyst surface. Other

factors such as electric field enhancement and hot precursor induced surface reactions, on

the other hand, are expected to be of major importance. It is clear that many of the

processes and plasma-surface interactions discussed in this review have not yet been

investigated in great detail in the context of plasma catalysis. The combination of exper-

imental, theoretical and modeling studies is warranted to advance the field and gain a more

fundamental insight in the operative mechanisms than currently available.
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